
Name ______________________________________  GLCE code: ______________________________ 

 Integrated Literacy Assignment (ILA) 

 

Each class period will include the presentation (very short – 5-7 minutes) of integrated literacy 

components.  This component will be comprised of either narrative or informational text and audio/visual 

arts/media and be directly related to at least one of the Grade Level Content Expectations. 

 

Possibilities for integrated items  (minimum of 15 total) include: 

 Picture book(s), Textbooks, and/or Trade-books** ________ 

 Poetry** ______ Songs______ and/or Music** ______ Dance _______ 

 Artwork, e.g., painting, print, woodcut, etc. _______ 

 Political cartoon ______ Film clip or Video  _______ 

 Primary source documents, e.g., pamphlet, flyer, photograph, map, chart, graph, etc. 

_______ 

 Web sites that support the GLCE** _______ 

**Required items in ILA 

Students will present the items, indicating the GLCE alignment and give a short explanation of how the 

items could be integrated into a lesson about the content of that GLCE.  The explanation may be 

completely electronic or verbal with a audio/visual component.  This can be a ppt or prezzi or other 

electronic presentation format. 

 

Checklist: 

_____ Literacy items  (no less than 15) 15 points possible 

 

_____ Alignment to GLCE is direct and clear, rather than tangential 

 

_____ Items include both audio and pleasant visual or graphic components (music, ppt, weebly, web site)  

 

_____ On presentation day, arrive early to be ready to present at the beginning of class.  Make sure all of 

your links work and they come up smoothly so your audience isn’t waiting. 

 

______ Provide a citation of all materials and resources on the last page of the ppt.  (APA) 

 

______Attach ILA to share on Bb and in your Weebly 

 

Integrated Literacy Assignment Rubric 

 1 - 5 points 0 points 

Literacy items  Literacy items - no less than 

fifteen (15 points possible) 

Less than 15 literacy items 

Alignment to GLCE Direct, clear alignment No alignment or tangential 

Audio/visual component Contains both audio and 

pleasant visual components 

No A/V component or 

missing one or the other 

Presentation On-time presentation in class 

with working hyperlinks 

Late or no presentation 

Citation page All items cited correctly within 

the ppt/Prezi, last page (APA) 

Incorrect or missing 

citation(s) See Purdue OWL 

Shares ppt, resource list on 

Bb and Weebly 

Posts ppt on Bb and Weebly 

by date of presentation 

Does not post ppt, on Bb and 

Weebly 

 

Total points possible: 40; Total points earned: __________ 


